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911 system
funding set
City share amounts to $12,000
by Tom Wallace
staff reporter

Bowling Green City Council's
allocation of funds to tie in with
Wood County's planned emergency communications system
will make the city part of the
only county-wide enhanced 911
emergency system in the state.
Bowling Green Mayor Bruce
Bellard said yesterday that the
allocation of Community Block
Grant Funds to purchase the required computer equipment will
speed the implementation of the
system.

Jeff Edelman and Brian Selden. candidates for the office of the Governor
of the State of Buckeye, help each other put up signs promoting their

BG News/Barry Frink
campaigns. 1.436 high school juniors are participating in this year's program, which concludes this weekend.

Buckeye Boys'Staters return
Governor Celeste to address students here this Friday
by Lynda Sanino
staff reporter

This week, more than 1,400
high school students will establish their own community at the
University - and in doing so will
learn how government serves
the people.
The students attending the
Buckeye Boys State program
this week are high school seniors
involved in student government.
They do not have to be interested in politics to take part,
said William Welsh, director of
the program.
"The most important thing
they learn here is how government actually operates and it is
their responsibility to take the
information back to their high
schools and communities,"

Welsh said, "They will know 90
percent more than the average
person in their communities
about what goes on in county,
city and state governments.''
A number of state officeholders will address the students,
including Governor Richard
Celeste, who will speak in Anderson Arena on Friday at 8
p.m. Celeste's address will be
open to the public.
This is the tenth consecutive
year the program has been held
at the University.
Welsh said that the boys are
divided into either the Nationalist party or the Federalist party
for the mock elections. The elections constitute a major part of
the program.
"We aren't interested in partisan politics," Welsh said, "We
are more concerned with teach-

ing how state and federal
governments work."
Welsh said that an entire slate
of officers are elected at the
county, city and state levels, as
well as municipal and appellate
court officials.
"Through these mock elections, students are learning how
and why the government does
what it does," Welsh said.
To run for an office, each candidate must get a petition with
54 valid signitures from their respective parties to be placed on
the general election ballot, Bill
Schnug, second vice president of
the program said.
Welsh said that a computerized voting system is used and
the votes are tabulated at the
Wood County Board of Elections.

"Once these boys are elected,
they will work on actual legislation, such as developing Dills,
and each elected boy is held responsible for his job," said
Welsh, "They must learn the
process of financing in government. They are given a bank
acount - and they must pay
taxes."
There are nine counties with
three cities from each participating in Boys State. Students
are elected to a supreme court
and a municipal court. They are
also elected as state officials.
"State officers include lieutenant governor, state treasurer
and auditor," Schnug said.
Welsh said that Boys State is
funded through contributions by
American Legion posts across
Ohio and through co-sponsors
See State, page 3.

He said he hopes the system
will be operational by the end of
the year. The system was to
have been in place by April 18.
According to Wood County
commisioner Leonard Stevens,
the delay occurred when General Telephone, the company
that is designing the system, ran
into problems.
"We needed a system that had
25 access lines. When they called
us back and said that they had
finished, the system that they
presented only had 16 lines,
Stevens said. Stevens agrees
with Bellard's estimation of the
completion date. "I've been in
touch with GTE every week,
checking on the systems developments," Stevens said.
Since then, GTE has been
waiting on the data from the
county and the city that assigns
individual phone numbers as
well as addresses to the emergency service best suited to respond to the call.
According to GTE Local Service Manager Charles Potter,
the county will be receiving the
first enhanced system in the
state. The enhanced system
works by selective routing.
When a caller dials 911, the call
will go to a central office com-

puter in Bowling Green which
routes the call to the emergency
agency best suited to handle the
situation.
The system also provides the
emergency department with information as to the nature of the
emergency, and other important
information such as whether or
not elderly people live at the residence or if flamable or toxic
chemicals are kept on the location.
Once the system is in place, a
technical committee will analyze the system to insure that it
works properly.
The city will spend approximately J12.000 to install a CRT
computei terminal and printer
in the police and fire stations.
The city eouipment will interface with a $120,000 database the
county has purchased to anchor
the system.
"We're going to use the grant
money to pay for the equipment
the city will use for it's part of
the system," Bellard said.
The Mayor is anxious to have
the system in place."It'll give us
a quicker response time and we
won't be sending out one piece of
equipment and arrive at the
scene and find that we need another,"Bellard said.
Bellard related an incident in
which the 911 system, if completed, would have significantly
reduced the response time of
city firefighters.
"We had a hysterical woman
on the phone and apparently her
husband had a heart attack," he
said. "All she could get out for
her address was 'Hamilton,' but
she lived on Hamilton Court and
the dispatcher sent the ambulance to Scott Hamilton.''
Bellard said unfortunately the
victim died immediately.
"If the 911 system was in
place, the location would have
been immediately known," he
said.
See 911, page 4.

Whitmire named Student coaches emphasize fun
new registrar
By Kay Fisher
managing editor

Duane Whitmire, director
of records in the Office of
Registration and Records,
has been promoted to the post
of University registrar.
The appointment, announced last week by acting
vice president for planning
and budgeting, J. Christopher
Dalton, is effective July 1.
Whitmire has been acting
registrar for the past eight
months. As registrar, he will
be responsible for the coordination and supervision of
class schedules and the maintenance of student academic
records, including grades and
diplomas.
''I am excited about this,"
said Whitmire. "This is something I have wanted to do for
a long time."
Whitmire joined the University staff In 1975, and was
named assistant to the registrar in 1978. In 1980, he was
promoted to director of
scheduling and in 1985 served
as director of records.
Whitmire said that as registrar, he wants to concentrate
on giving better all-around
service to University students.
"We are aiming towards a
three-fold system that will

better serve students," he
said.
The three-fold system includes a computerized transcript file, degree audit
system, and on-line telephone
registration.
"The computerized degree
audits will give a listing of
what courses and requirements are still needed for
graduation," Whitmire said.
"This will give advisors more
time for true advising with
students."
Whitmire said that on-line
registration would allow students to register for classes
over the phone.
"This realistically won't
happen for at least a couple of
years, though," he said.
In addition, he added that a
combination of communication and computerization is
essential for providing the
needed services to future students.
"We have to face the fact
that computers are a part of
our lives now," he said. "But
at the same time, we must
have strong communication
skills so we can help students
who come into our offices."
Whitmire said that the position of registrar is a large
responsibility and the success
of the registrar's office
C See Registrar, page 3.

Pair leads little
league team

by Steve Honingford
reporter

Keeping things fun for sixth and seventh
graders is not an easy job.
But Little League baseball coaches Brad
liable, senior MIS major, and Brian Rein,
senior finance major, make this their main
priority as part of coaching their team,
Long's Cleaners.
"Our main goal is to let the kids have fun
and get a lot out of the game in a fun way,"
Rable said. "We don't want them to get a
bad image of what a coach is or quit because
of a coach."
Rable and Rein have spent their last two
summers coaching in Bowling Green's Junior Baseball League.
So far, even if their 1-5 record doesn't show
it, the team has been successful. Players actually tried to get on Long's Cleaners this
year. "That had to be one of the greatest rewards," Rein said, "Kids want to be on the
team because it's fun."
However, Rable stressed, "When it's time
to get down to business, they do."
Although the kids are out to have fun, they
still respect their coaches. "They're good
coaches," left-fielder Brian Hutchison said.
"It's nice that they take time off to help us

"When it's time to get
down to business, they
do."
-Brad Rable
with practices."
Third baseman, Jonathon Evans added, "I
like them. They're understanding and know
how vou feel when you lose."
The parents' reactions, on the other hand,
were a little more apprehensive. Initially,
they didn't know what to expect from two
college students, said the coaches. But after
the parents saw the coaches' work, things
changed. .

"When you get right down
to it, enjoying the game is
what its all it's about."
-Brian Ilcin
"They felt better that Brian and I were not
typical coaches," Rable said, "They realized their children were having more fun
with us than they thought."
Thus far, only one parent has made a
complaint, according to Rein. The complaint
had to do with a father wanting his son to
play in more games.
"The parents have been great overall,"
See Coaches, page 4.
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Reagan should
consider future
President Reagan's lastest attempt to reastablish credibility for American foreign policy,
the proposed plan to re-flag Kuwaiti Oil Freighters,
could result in the needless loss of more American
lives.
Under the administration's plan 11 Kuwaiti oil
tankers would fly the U.S. flag and be provided with
naval protection. Reagan has called for this beefed
up military presence in the Persian Gulf without
considering the potential consequences. This supEDrt of Kuwait, Iraq's ally, destroys our present pocv of neutrality in the Iran-Iraa War and could result in a direct confrontation with Iran. At the very
least such a confrontation would result in an increase in Iranian-sponsored terrorism.
In an address to the nation Monday, Reagan supported his proposal by using the Russians as a
crutch, saying ''If we don't do it, the Soviet Union
will."
However, if "we do it" perhaps the Soviets will
too. Breaking our neutrality in the Persian Gulf
could give the Russians a foothold in the region. We
should avoid encouraging Iran to go shopping for a
super-power ally.
The Reagan Administration also recently
claimed that Great Britain had agreed to increase
protection of gulf shipping. However, a British
spokesman said they agreed only to increased
communication between the U.S. Navy and British
warships in the gulf. He added, the only British responsibility towards non-British ships is "to go to
pick up the bodies out of the water."
Before increasing U.S. military presence in the
gulf the administration should establish an overall
policy for the region and obtain allied support.
Saving the credibility of the Reagan presidency
should not come before long-range U.S. interests
and American lives.

Editorial
Cooling tempers in the gulf
By Mike Royko
What this country needs is another Grenada - a fast, tidy little
war that will satisfy President
Reagan's Hollywood macho instincts.
It's obvious that he's fidgety
again, which is why we're getting closer and closer to some
serious shooting in the Persian
Gulf.
Very soon, we're going to be
running up our flag on Kuwait's
oil tankers and, in effect, challenging Iran to do something
about it.
Based on past performance,
the crazy Ayatollah might just
do that. He has modem missiles,
planes, boats and religious fanatics willing to kill a Yank to get
to heaven. And if Iraq can blast
one of our high-tech snips by accident, it's likely that Iran could
do it on purpose.
And why are we getting into
this mess? Naturally, our stated
Surpose sounds noble - to keep
■e Persian Gulf open to shipeing and avoid a disruption of
le world's oil supply.
That's what the white House
is telling us, although it's mostly
bunk.
If we were solely interested in
keeping the Persian Gulf open
and trouble-free, we'd also be
guarding Iran's ships. And we'd
be telling Iraq to stop shooting at
them.
Reagan doesn't talk about it,
but Iraq has long made a practice of zapping ships carrying

"What we need is another Grenada- some
tiny butts that Reagan can kick and feel
good about himself."

Iran's oil exports. In fact, it was
the first to employ this tactic in
its war with Iran, and it has
scored far more successful hits
than Iran has. If anything, Iran
has suffered far more than Iraq
in their sea battles, since Iraq
ships most of its oil by pipeline,
not tanker. Iran depends on the
sea to get its oil out.
So Iran, to avenge its losses,
has gone after the ships of Kuwait, which is aligned with Iraq.
Reagan's people tell us that
it's important to the free world
to keep Kuwait's oil flowing because most of it goes to our alies
- Japan and Western Europe.
Important enough to risk American lives.
But they don't like to mention
that most of Iran's oil also goes
to those very same allies. About
47 percent is shipped to Western
Europe, about 20 percent to
Japan, 2 percent to Canada, 1
percent to us, and the rest goes
to Third World nations.
So it's little wonder that the
leaders of these nations think
Reagan is kind of dippy when he
gives them pep talks about send-

ing their ships, planes and
troops into the Persian Gulf to
take sides, in effect, with Iraq.
Why would they want to take
sides when they're already buying oil from both sets of homicidal whackos?
They also know that even if
the flow of Kuwait's oil is disrupted, the world isn't going to spin
off its axis. There are other
sources of oil. The worldwide
price would go up - much to the
delight of Texans - but we've
been through that before and
have survived.
In short, our allies aren't stuid enough to get themselves in
&e middle of a very serious
shooting war.
But we say we're going to
muscle our way in. Were even
talking about a possible first
strike to knock out Iran's missiles so Iran can't use the missiles to hit our ships.
That would clearly be an act of
war. And since our stated goal is
to keep the peace, I'm not sure
how we'd justify it. Of course,
we could take a page out of Or-

well and phrase it this way:
"Today, as a peace-loving
nation, we engaged in an act of
peace by attacking Iran's missile sites. By doing so, we have
prevented Iran from attacking
our ships, which would have
been an act of war. If our act of
peace proves to be insufficient in
discouraging Iran from acts of
war, we might be forced to
launch further acts of peace and
make Iran so peaceful, it will be
back in the Stone Age.
That's why I said that what we
need is another Grenada - some
tiny butts that Reagan can kick
and feel good about himself.
Better yet, why can't some
sensible soul in the White House
just fake a war for him. They've
managed to fake everything else
for us.
They could show him a tiny
spot on the world map and tell
nun it's an island that has been
overrun by 12 Cuban tuckpointers, eight Russian plumbers
and a Sandinista chef.
Then they could show him
some snippets from an old war
movie and tell him that it's our
Marines and they're saving the
island for peace, democracy and
future tourist development.
If he looks at the film and
says: "Isn't that John Wayne?"
they can tell him it's the Duke's
kid.
And if he asks when he gets to
console the families of our fallen
heroes, they can bring in some
weeping actors.
That's better than the real
tears, which is what we're likely
to get.

AIDS: no cost
is too great
By Paul Simon
Anyone who reflects at all on
serious problems facing our
nation and the world has to
stand in awe of the problem of
AIDS. Its cost to the nation will
be many billions of dollars, plus
the human tragedy and heartache.
Present projections are that
by 1990 one out of every 30 American males will be AIDS carriers. Costs for hospital care for
AIDS victims run more than
: 1,000 a day on the average and
only one-third of the patients are
covered by commercial insurance.
The ultimate cost will be in the
billions of dollars, beyond any
question, unless research
breakthroughs are found that
area not now anticipated.
What can be done?
1. Push research hard.
2. Encourage education. That
should include education on how
to prevent the spread of AIDS
ana the education that explains
to people that they need not fear
social, non-sexual contact with
AIDS victims.
3. Provide adequate assistance immediately for voluntary
testing centers. Hardly anyone
who knows he or she has AIDS
spreads it. But those who do not
know they have it, do spread it.
The wait to get tested at voluntary centers in Minneapolis is
three months, in Chicago two
months, in New York about one
month.
Those waiting periods are unbelievably costly to the nation.
For anyone suspecting he or she

has AIDS, voluntary and confidential testing should be quickly
available.
4. In some cases, tests should
be required.
We do not need massive testing of the entire population, or
huge portions of it.
But testing of prison populations, for example, makes sense.
That is in the best interest of the
individual prisoner and of the
general population.
5. For those who have AIDS
where life expectancy is short, a
willingness to take experimental
drugs should be honored.
The government should
protect people from charlatans trom those who prey on the desperation of people for financial
gain. But where an untested
drug or treatment shows some
promise in treating AIDS, experimentation with human volunteers appears to be a
reasonable course. We also need
to provide appropiate, compassionate surroundings for dying
patients.
Other suggestions on dealing
with AIDS have been made that
should be examined. Some of
you who read this may have
some ideas that policymakers
have not heard.
Governor Mario Cuomo of
New York has suggested that
knowingly spreading AIDS be
considered a crime. I have concerns about the impact on the
confidentiality of innocent victims, but in general, I support
the idea.
There is growing evidence of
some public understanding of
the problem and its dimensions.
But it is a problem so serious
that considerable time and talent must be devoted to it.
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Doing it better across the border
This traveler noticed a few differences in our neighbor to the north
the atmosphere in Toronto was a
very pleasant change-of-pace.

By Mike Doherty
TORONTO - Thoughts, reflections, and maybe even a little
social commentary after a long
weekend in Canada's city on the
harbour-front
Canadian drivers are crazy.
These people do things on the
road that even your bravest New
York City cabbie would think
twice about. However, the highways are much cleaner than
their American counterparts; it
was amazing to drive for four
hours without hitting a single
pothole.
Sudden realization: there's a
certain giddy feeling you can get
by using American money north
of the border. I've never before
been in a situation where I paid
for a : 12 meal with a : 10 bill-and
received change, no less.
From the "It's A Small
World" department: by arriving
in the city during rush hour, we
managed to get caught in a massive traffic jam. The car in front
of us had Ontario license plates and a Bowling Green State University sticker in the rear
window.
Everybody in this city is crazy
about baseball. The Blue Jays
signed a journeyman catcher
named Charlie Moore - and it
was front page news.
Besides, how can a team
based in Canada have the best
record in the AMERICAN
league? And why are they 700
games in front of the Indians?
Here's an odd thought: if the
Blue Jays and the Montreal

"There's a lot more to the Great White
North than hockey, the McKenzie
brothers and a beautiful national
anthem."
Expos meet in the World Series
this year, will they still play
"The Star-Spangled Banner'
before the games?
Actually, isn't "Oh, Canada"
a much prettier national anthem
than ours? And much easier to
stag.
Speaking of much prettier,
have you ever checked out Canadian currency? Each denomination is a different colour er, color. Now doesn't that make
sense? It's nearly impossible to
give someone a :20 bill (and we
all have plenty of those, now
don't we?) when you mean to
give them a : 1 or : 5 bill. With all
of our money being green, errors are much more common
and likely.
The only problem - my travelling companion noted that she
felt like she was spending "play
money," because it was so
colorful. And trust me, after seeing a couple of our tabs in Toronto stores, I had no trouble believing she felt that way.
To be perfectly honest, the
"Color of Money" situation
wasn't the only thine that spurred my belief that we have
plenty to learn from the country
the commercials call "The

World Next Door."
For instance, one evening we
were able to walk for a couple of
hours after midnight around a
major Toronto business district.
That may not sound remarkable, but the point is, we felt safe and even found ourselves chatting with other passers-by. My
travelling companion is from
Cleveland, while my roots are in
New York City. Obviously, those
are NOT cities in which 1 would
feel safe taking an after-dark
walk.
Somehow, the city of Toronto
has none of the built-in fears of
major American cities-and very
little of the crime.
Even more impressive: Toronto is without question the most
heterogenous city I have ever
visited. Whites, blacks and
orientals, in nearly equal proportion, live together, work
together, socialize together. And
while there must be some, there
was no clear evidence of prejudice.
Coming from a campus where
a simple Peace Shanty" cannot
stand and make a positive
statement without arsonists
making louder, negative replies,

We Americans can continue to
call ours the greatest country on
earth, and I will never seriously
dispute the claim. However,
there are plenty of important
ways in which we may not even
be the greatest country on this
continent.
There's a lot more to the Great
White North that hockey, the
McKenzie brothers and a beautiful national anthem. As a country, then, let's try to learn our
lesson-en?
Doherty is a senior english
major from Bowling Green,
Ohio.

Respond
77ie BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
We welcome letters to the editor addressing issues brought up
within our pages and beyond.
They should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed. Address and phone number should
also be included.
Opinions expressed on the
editorial page do not necessarily
reflect those of the staff.
Address submissions to:
The BG News
Editorial Editor
214 West Hall
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GSS president plans for fall
break proposal which would call for the insertion of two "reading" days into the University calendar prior to final examination
days. These days would afford students the
opportunity to prepare for final exams without attending classes.
Jones has received support from and is
working in conjunction with Undergraduate
Student Government President, David Robinson, in presenting the idea to the Faculty
Senate Committee on Academic Affairs.
"We feel that if we present the plan as a
united front, from both organizations, we
stand a better chance of having it accepted,"
Jones said.
So far, Jones hasn't encountered any opposition to the plan. "No one objects in principle, but we need a way to insert them in the
calendar."

by Tom Wallace
staff reporter

Lower enrollment levels during the summer months means a decrease in activity for
Graduate Student Senate. But President
Larry Jones has focused his attention on
three goals for fall semester.
The first of these goals is to initiate a pro5ram whereby graduating graduate stuents may receive more recognition during
commencement months. 'TTie current
svstem has the graduate students stand at
the same time at graduation ceremonies,"
Jones said.
He said he is in the early stages of planning a banquet for the students and their
families, "we would like to have members
of the faculty and President Olscamp to attend in order to recognize our graduates,"
Jones said.
GSS is now in the process of polling graduate students for more input and expects
positve response to the program.
Jones is also involved in the mid-semester

The last of Jones' summer projects is to
increase the number of social functions for
graduate students. The GSS currently sponsors two pizza parties and jazz cafes for its
members. Jones plans on adding another to
the organization's social calendar.
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depends on the work of the
other people within the office
as well.
"There are a lot of good
people in
this office
and they
are all
part of
making
things
work
here,"
Whitmire
said.
In addi- Whltmlre
tion to his administrative
roles on campus, Whitmire
has also been a lecturer in the
University's department of
computer sciences.
Wnitmire earned his bachelor's and master's degress
from BGSU and in 1976 received a doctoral degree from
the University of Toledo.

"We feel really fortunate for
the facilities and cooperation
we've received from BGSU,"
Welsh said.
Tim Neyman. from Marysville and head of the Nationalist
party at the city and county
level, said that he enjoys being
involved with Buckeye Boys.
"This is a great opportunity to
learn about government and it's
a lot of fun too," he said.
Brian Busdeker, from Eastwood High School in Pemberville, is running for county commissioner for the Federalist
party and also enjoys the program.
"I'm not planning to go into
politics,"he said, ''But, I still
think this is a great experience."
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In addition, he would like GSS to arrange
for a nationally known speaker with a broad
range of appeal to visit the University. "We
don t do a lot of social events but the ones
that we do, we do well," Jones said.
Jones would like to see the University provide graduate students with a graduate student center where they could assemble and
tet to know one another. "We would like to
ave the grad students develop their own
identity," Jones said. He feels that this
would help to strengthen and build the University graduate program.
While June and July are slower months for
GSS, August finds the organization preparing for the beginning of the 1987-88 school
year. GSS will sponsor its annual orientation
program for incoming graduate students.
On August 19, the organiztion will hold a
party offering students the opportunity to
meet one another on an informal basis.
The following day has two sessions for the
new graduate students to learn the functions
of GSS.
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Coaches
D Continued from page 1.
Dcin said, "At the end of last
season, they gave us $50. We had
such a good tune, we just used it
to take the kids out for pizza."
Rable said that to be a successful coach you must enjoy
what you are doing.
"You must be easy-going,
very flexible, able to relate with
kids, and most importantly, be

young at heart to really enjoy
it," he said.
As much as they have enjoyed
it, chances are only Ilcin will be
able to return to coach next
summer and he plans to keep the
tradition alive. He said, "When
Ci get right down to it, enjoying
game is what it's really all
about."
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kinko's

Great copies. Great people
113 Railroad St.
(Behind Dexter's)
354 3977

Do you know that the appearance of your
paper has some bearing on its content?

LSAT
CLASSES
STARTING

I

The karate course is offered by the University has a part of the Continuing Education Program.

American Karate System Instructor Mary Anne Nicholson blocks a
kick by University graduate Dave Minnick in front of University Hall.

PREPARE FOR

Ul Kinko's help organize and
distribute your supplementary
class materials this term.

BG News/Dave Klelmeyer
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Depend on ACCURACY IN TYPING CO.
for quality work at a VERY competitive price:

JUNE 29
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• Your typing is guaranteed
per led to ih? letter
livery
• Free pick-up and deliv

• You don't sacrifice quality for
price
• Fast turnaround time; same
day service available

for all your quality typing needs:
' Reports
• Manuscripts

CALL 536-3701

3550 SECOR ROAD
TOLEDO

• Term Papers
• Resumes

• Proposals
• Theses
• Business Communications, etc.
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ACCURACY IN TYPING CO.
389-8232
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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"The Dating Game"

We copy, collate, bind, staple, fold, cut,
drill, and pad.
We make enlargements, reductions,
transparencies, and overlays.
We have typewriters, layout facilities, and
design assistance.
We take passport and I.D. photos.
We sell paper, pens, tape, and other office
supplies.
We are open early, open late, and open
weekends.

THURSDAY
COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT

ONE-STOP
COPY SHOP

We are your one-stop copy shop.

kinko's

w

Bring your valid college I.D.
and get in FREE!!

Great copies Great people.
113 Railroad St.
(Behind Dexter's)

354-3977

Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
25481 Dixie Hwy.

-A DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT-

June Clearances
on NOW
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University Bookstore
(In The Student Services Building)
Student Services Building

PARKING

•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
• BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS
Master Card/Visa Accepted
Phone: 372-2851

BGSU CLOTHING
ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FILM & DEVELOPING
GREETING CARDS
BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

GIFTS

Store Hours:

Entire Stock

25%-50% °"

25%-50% °"

"2 for One"
Blouse Special

AIR CONDITIONING

New and Used
Textbooks

7:30 to 5:00 MON - THUR
7:30 to 11:30 FRI
Open till 6 p.m., June 22,23

Skirts

Pants
Entire Stock

long sleeve styles
Buy one at reg. price—second one
(same price or less) no charge

Dresses

Sweaters
Entire Stock

Entire Stock

30%-60%oH
Printed Jackets
(tnen look poly rayon)

30%-50%oH
Coordinates
100% cotton strips

1/2 price

grcen/wh.-brown/whHe

1/2 price

Sales throughout Store

Powder Puff
Visa
MC
Welcome

525 Ridge St.

Hours
10 to 5

MWTFS
Tues. till 8:00
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Profs criticize

Faith intact despite Bakkers
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Local clergy believe PTL scandal has not negatively affected congregations

by Deborah Gottschalk
reporter
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University professors responded critically to a nationally
televised speech by President
Reagan Monday night.
Reagan adressed the American people concerning the Venice Summit that took place last
week, the condition of the U.S.
economy and our relations with
the Soviet Union.
The president said he returned
from returned from the summit
"with everything we hoped to
accomplish." This included encouraging Soviet leader Gorbache\ to "send a signal of openess
to the world" andtear down the
Berlin Wall that separates East
and West Berlin.
According to Andrea Blaha,
professor of Political Science,
there is no chance of the Berlin
Wall being torn down, and "It
was great showmanship on his
(Reagan's) part."
Reagan made the request to
remove the wall after visiting
Berlin on its 750th anniversary
last week.
Reagan also said in his address to the nation that the U.S.
and global economy have been
improving steadily, especially
in the last four years. Now
movement toward economic
freedom can be seen in the daily
lives of Americans, he said.
He added that the United
States is in its 54th month of
economic growth, with 250,000
new jobs being created each
month.
According to Or.Leo Navin,
professor of economics, although the economic condition of
the United States is improving,
it's all a matter of putting things
in to-perspective.
"When you're in the worst
recession you've had since the
Great Depression, improvement
does not mean that you're better
off than you were," he said. "We
are not exactly in what you'd
consider to be in the middle of a
boom."
Reagan said he has made one
of his aims to eliminate farm
subsidies by the year 2000.
But Navin believes that far-
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mers have grown to be dependent on government support
over the years.
"The agricultural sector has
been fairly dependent on
government support since the
end of the Depression," he said.
"Consequently it is very unlikely that any political progress
would be made toward eliminating support for the agricultural
sector.'' Navin added that since
this sector of the economy is
highly competitive, the market
may not be able to function
without that support.
Reagan also spoke concerning
the situation in the Persian Gulf.
He said. "Our own role in the
gulf is vital... our task is clear
and should not be exaggerated."
If the United States did not escort ex-Kuwaiti vessels through
the gulf, the Soviets would, ne
said.
Blaha said the United States
as a nation needs to clarify its
position.
"We really need to define if
our interests are vital," Blaha
said. "I'm not sure if we shoud
risk lives for something that is
not vital."
One final topic Reagan addressed was the nation's budget.
"I'm going to take the case to
Ci the American people,"
gan said attempting to encourage people to get Congress
to vote on an amendment that
would balance the budget.
In response Navin questions,
"How can he (Reagan), the engineer of the largest deficit in
the history of the nation, make
such a proposal seriously." According to Navin, the size of the
government debt was :980 bUon when Reagan took office. It
is over $200 billion now.
Overall, Navin said that the
President's speech included,
"no major significance as far as
economic policy."

by U Won rile Belcher
staff reporter

The controversial exploits of
Jim and Tammy Bakker have
not left a negative impact upon
the Bowling Green religious
community, according to local
religious leaders.
Father Thomas Ley land, of St.
Aloysius Catholic Church said
that although he believes the
highly-publicized actions of
television evangelists Jim and
Tammy Bakker have turned
some viewers off to religious
television, he does not believe
that people have turned off to
their religious beliefs.
On the local level, Leyland
said there has been a lot of discussion by members of his
church about the moral implications of the Bakker incident, but
there is not any indication that it
has permanently damaged reli8ious organizations. He said that
e has not observed any
difference as far as attendance
is concerned in the parish.

Sister Evelyn Craig of St.
Thomas More also said the actions of the Bakkers have not
caused permanent damage because people perceive the incident as two famous people getting into trouble, rather than two
religious leaders.
Craig said that the only people
who may have been affected by
the incident are those who associate all religions together. She
said those who are skeptical and
see religion as one conglomerate
probably became more skeptical about religion. The Jim and
Tammy Bakker incident probably gave them an excuse to justify their beliefs, according to
Craig.
Leyland said that he can
understand how something like
the Bakker scandal can happen
because of the power associated
with television evangelism.
"It becomes a matter of personality and they can lose perspective," Leyland said.
Although the Bakker's actions
have turned their lives into a
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soap opera synopsis for the
world to see, Leyland said he
does not believe that all television evangelists are like the
Bakkers. He said that he believes television evangelism can
be very beneficial to certain
people such as the sick or shut-

to be more like movie stars than
preachers.
Leyland said that there needs
to be a sign of remorse on the
part of the Bakkers before they
are allowed to return to a television ministry. This has not happened yet. as far as Leyland is
concerned.

As for Jim and Tammy Bakker, Craig said that they should
not continue in television evangelism for at least the present
time.

He said the Bakkers should
acknowledge that there were
problems and show some remorse by trying to take care of
them. For instance, Leyland
said the Bakkers could try to
pay back some of the missing
money and unpaid bills.

"I think they are individuals
who are deluded," Craig said,
"They've made other gods than
God. They need to be helped
somehow.'
Craig said that she thinks the
Bakkers need to be brought back
to what they had in the beginning. She said they have grown
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Leyland said it is a shame the
Bakkers did not show more remorse for their actions because
he believes they did accomplish
some good work during their
ministry.

PORTAGE QUARRY "*1
Recreation Club, Inc.
along with MFM104
present the SIXTH ANNUAL

FIREWORKS BLOW OUTI
Saturday, July 4th
at Portage. Quarry - I mil* loutti ol Bowling Cretan on SI. Rt. 25

* Gat»i Op«n at 10:00 am

*

Music Starts at 12:00 noon
- H*ar Thi Music Ot Recording Artist EDDIE AND THE TIDE

I National
* along with THE MICHAEL KATON BAND — ST. IVES
I
THE OTHER HALF and LOVED BY MILLIONS

I Fireworks Start At Dark!
*
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OPENINGS STILL AVAILABLE
GERMAN 315. GERMAN CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION, 3 hrs.
Section 5244, June 22-July 24, 2:30-4:30 MTWR

A survey of leading figures, movements
and trends in the social, political and cultural history of Germany, including the
areas of an, music and philosophy. Lectures and discussions in English. No prerequisite. Dr. Nelson.

The University
is pleased to announce that
University Typesetting Services
is now

University
Graphic Arts

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR YOU!!

Services

THE

JC Penney Styling Salon
at Woodland Mall

and is now located in

Proudly Welcomes:
Students, Faculty & Staff

211 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
372-7418

of

Bowling Green State University

Show your BGSU ID & Receive
<2.°° off Full Service Haircut
$
5.°° off Any Color
or Permanent Wave
PLUS

FREE
Hair Consultation With Every Visit

NCXUS

H Sebastian

See us for your
CAMERA • TYPESETTING • LAYOUT/DESIGN

needs

Check out the New
CAMPCIS CUTS
call now for appointment
354-0940 w 354-1077 ext.205

Appointments Not Always Necessary
Hours: M-F 8:30 to 8:30
k».T.|

Sat 8:30 to 8:00

Sun 12:00 to 4:00

OFFER VAUD INDEFINITELY .NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL

nnmo>i

Black & white PMTs, halftones, reversals, film positives
Full typesetting services
Camera-ready art prepared for journals, brochures,
newsletters, fliers, etc.
Lazerwriter output from Macintosh disks
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ITVA to feature star investigative reporters
Audience asks, '60 Minutes' hosts answer

Reporting styles have changed with times

by Carol Karbowiak
copy editor

by Steve Honlngf ord
reporter

University students will have
the opportunity to talk with the
people involved in television's
top investigative news program
tomorrow night when the International Television Association
sponsors "60 Minutes: Creating
a Tradition."
This live telecast from the
Museum of Broadcasting in New
York City, will be shown from 8
p.m. to 10 p.m. in room 115 Education and features a question
and answer session with the 60
Minutes news team via a special
phone number.
The program will offer an
evening of live broadcast television to students at select universities across the country
such as the University of Arizona in Tuscon, Anchorage University in Anchorage, Alaska,
and Michigan State University
in East Lansing.
"This will be a good opportunity for the people to get to ask
Juestions of the corresponents," said Mary Pat Avery,
President of ITVA, "On 60

"On 60 Mlnutes.all you get to see are the
reporters asking questions... this way
the public gets to ask the questions."
-Mary Pat Avery, ITVA president

Minutes all you get to see are the
reporters asking questions. This
way the public gets to ask the
questions. It will be a nice rolereversal."
The seminar will examine how
such an innovative concept as a
televised news magazine has
flourished for two decades. Executive Producer, Don Hewitt,
and his team of correspondents
including Diane Sawyer, Mike
Wallace, Harry Reasoner, and
Andy Rooney will explore the
creative process of producing
individual segments that continue to inform and enlighten.
In the fall of 1966. ITVA held a

CAMPUS

Live Tonight:
Mac McKeever
Dave Floritto

similar seminar featuring actor
Alan Alda. While the crowd that
attended the seminar was small,
according to Avery, they were
very enthusiastic.
"We tried to get some questions on the air. but we were told
that they have had similar questions already asked," said
Avery, "The ones that usually
make it (on the air) are ones
that can be generalized or are
the most unique ones."
Avery said also that the correspondents "will answer questions about anything, not just
about 60 Minutes. They'll answer questions about education,
their personal lives, anything."

From Edward R. Murrow to
Geraldo Rivera, the styles of
TV's investigative reporters
have changed. And as the styles
have changed, so has the need.
"Today's society is constantly
evolving. Something could pop
up tomorrow," said Dr. Laurence Jankowski, associate
professor of journalism.
"If it is a valid story that
somehow affects a majority of
the population, it needs to be
known.
However, investigative reporting should be ethical. "If
done legally, and not to ruin a
person's reputation, it can serve
us very well,"said Jankowski.
Ed Murrow, a CBS investigative
reporter during the 1950's, was
famous for his style of fairness
in delivering the news. According to Jankowski, Murrow's
style was very subtle. "He didn't
pry the way Geraldo Rivera
does." he said.
However, he was very
thorough. "Murrow was considered the figure in early
news,"Jankowski said. "He was
absolutely respected and regarded to have the highest ethics."

This style may have been the
most effective for his time. According to Jankowski, society
has evolved. Television at that
time was still considered an intruder in the home. A subtle approach was almost necessary.
During the 1960's, investigative reporting became
less subtle ana more obtrusive
by bringing the Vietnam War
into the living room. CBS began
its investigation of General William Westmoreland and his alleged exaggeration of North
Vietnamesetroops.
Westmoreland subsequently
filed a slander lawsuit against
CBS. In 1985, after a lengthy
trial, CBS was found guilty and
forced to publicly apologize.
"Although CBS was only given a
slap on the wrist, the lawsuit has
led to people being more careful,
especially at local stations,"
Jankowski said. "There's a lot
of stories that should be run but
aren't because of all the lawsuits." In addition, news directors with Law backgrounds are
being hired more often.
According to Jankowski, "In
the 1970's, investigative reporting became fashionable and
there was a rash of investigative
reporters." Stations started hir-

352-9638

440 E Court
Free Delivery-Limited Area

"HOME OF OVER 80 IMPORTED BEERS"
DRINK SPECIAL
FOOD SPECIALS
Domestic Beer
Mon. 11-2
FREE Cup of Soup with Salad Bar Mon. 5-9
Pitcher Specials
5-9
2 Pizzas one price
Tue. 5-9
Import Night
Tue. 11-9
Pizza » Salad Smorgasbord $3.75
Wed. 5-9
(OVER 80 TO CHOOSE FROMI
Wed. 11-9
Spaghetti Dinner $2.00
Thur. 5-9
Pitcher Specials
Thur 11-9
Lasagna Dinner $2.00
Fri. 5-9
Wine & Wine Coolers
Fri. 11-9

Pizza S Salad Smoroasbord $3.75

Burritos $2.25

Sun. 11 -9

Pizza S Salad Smorgasbord $3.75

EVERYDAY 11 -2 Slice of Pizza $1.00
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Regardless of where investigative reporting is headed,
he said chances are its value will
remain.
"If they can help a community
by discovering Jim and Tammy
Bakker's double life, for example, or where a nuclear waste
site is, then they'll continue to be
a wonderful service."

R.E. MANAGEMENT

Import Night
Sat. 5-9
(OVER 80 TO CHOOSE FROM'
Sun. 5-9
Pitcher Specials
EVERYDAY 2-4 Pitcher Specials

r$2"OFFT55c OFF r$l OFF ] "FREE

He believes his recent "investigations" carried live on television have damaged his reputation.
"The whole vault thine completely destroyed his credibility.
It was a non-story that he should
have investigated before going
on television.

Summer Highlights & Coloring
Haircuts - $ 6
190 S. Main
352-7658

(Minimum of $3.00)

Sal. 11-9

Geraldo Rivera may be the
most famous of this new breed of
reporters. However, Jankowski
calls him "an actor who happens
to work with news."

MINI MALL SALON

POLLYEYES

10:30 p.m.-1:00 a.m.

ing teams strictly for investigating. "It added prestige," He
said.
Today, news reporting is a
business with big budgets where
ratings play the greatest role in
determining what stories will
run. Jankowski said, "Today's
investigative reporters try to
sensationalize their stories/'

352-9302
NOW LEASING FOR FALL

itQsjgg

(limited number available at)

• CAMPUS MANOR (CLOUGH STREET)
• ROCKLEDGE MANOR (6th STREET)
• THURSTIN MANOR (THURSTIN AVE.)
with

505 Clough Street, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Across the Railroad Track from "Dairy Queen"
(Campus Manor Apartments)

BOARDWALK INC.

presents

8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Monday thru Friday
9:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. Saturday

3rd Annual Charity
POKER RUN
(5th Time Around)

CALLUS NOW!

Presents. . . Summer Programs hJt

*°
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JUNE 21,1987
II IMC t-l
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RAIN DATE:
JUNE 28, 1987
Registration opens • 11:30 a.m.
First Bike Out - Noon
Last Bike Out - 2:00 p.m. Last Bike in - 7:00 p.m.
COURSE IS APPROX. 100 MILES

V
%

10.00 Per BIKE - (includes rider, navigator recommended)
start/Finish: Howards Club H - 210 N. Main - Bowling Green - 352-9951
1st Prize: Leather M.c. Jacket (courtesy country Choppers, Cygnet, OH)
2nd Prize: Schrade Lock Blade Knife
3rd • 4th - 5th Prize: Assorted weird Stuff

Free Live Music After Run
- GEORGIA PEACH ■

Chase away your Monday blues with our
Monday Blues... check out

Treat your watt tooth this SWEET WEDNESDAY.

MONDAY MUSICIANS every

UAO starts handina. eat FREE POPSIOB

Monday in the union Oval at 11:30 am.
Bring your lunch outside and
check oui the new group each week.

Canter fart (tents from the Education Bid)).

Slow up your rubber roftl
It's the SummerjCruisesI

Come with us for o free
conceit, new foces ond good
times UJe're soiling off to rhe

PflRTV IN TH€ PARK
Riverside, Toledo
Friday, June 19
S2
Sto/vups

IMM

FREE FILMS
Every Wednesday Night
at 8:00 p.m. In the
Eva Marl* Saint Theatre
12nd Floor University Hall)
FREE with valid student ID

WAR CANES
June17-TONITE
Marrhew Brodehch is the
young computer hacker who
almost starts WW III

Jim 16

Vou just hove to experience
the rrod screaming excitement
of Cfflftfl POINT this surnmei

Soturdou, June 27
S14
Slon-ups untl June 24

^4

it 11:30 am in the Off-Campus Student

SPECIAL SHOWING
FOOTLOOSE
June 20 ■ SATURDAY
A definite summer classic with
Kevin Bacon t Lon Singer
shows good dancing, great
tunes and some rebel spelt.

University Activities Organization
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Blood, gore set 'Bigfoot' stirs emotions
thriller's pace
two children, Henderson quite
literally runs into Bigfoot.

by Carol Karbowiak
copy editor

When I first heard about
Harry and the Hendersons, I
thought that the script would be
a reject from Steven Spielberg's
televsion show, Amazing Stories, because the movie was produced by Spielberg's own Amblin' Productions.
I sat in the theatre reluctantly,
but when the movie was over, I
felt strangely cheated. It wasn't
as bad as I expected it to be. In
fact, the movie was quite sentimental.
The movie centers around
George Henderson - a name I
can never think of without
laughing since George Henderson is the name of my hometown
chief of police — played by John
Lithgow. While returning from a
camping trip with his wife and

by Diane Wondcrly
lifestyle editor

Spells, sacrifices, chants, and various other cult type rituals
are portrayed in the new movie The Believers.
A religious sacrifice of two young boys and the mental
breakdown of a New York policeman set the pace for this twohour blood and gore story.
Martin Sheen stars as a police psychologist who becomes involved in the case of the sacrificial murders after a police detective played by Robert Loggia calls him in to talk about one
of his men being mentally tortured by the "voodoo" spells.
It seems everyone in the movie is involved in the plot to get
Sheen to sacrifice his own son in order to join the cult.
However, he has performed his own ritual to guard against
falling under the spell that the rest of the parents are under.
This movie leaves a lot to be desired. Most of the special
effects are laughable at best. They were no more adavanced
than the effects used by horror film makers of the 19S0's.
The acting wasn't as bad as the special effects, but not up to
the standards I'm used to seeing from Sheen and Loggia.

Thinking the monster is dead,
Henderson ties it to the roof of
his car and takes it home.
However, Bigfoot is not dead
and the rest of the movie progresses on the idea of what it
would be like to have a vegetarian monster with a bad reputation living in Seattle, Washington.
Henderson's family, of course,
Sows emotionally attached to
e gentle giant. Although they
want to take the monster, which
they have named Harry, back to
the forest, Harry spoils their
plans by running away. A large
portion of the movie is then
spent on Harry running loose in
Seattle and the Hendersons'
pursuit of him.
Harry, played by 7-foot tall
actor Kevin Peter Hall, is a

A fine cast including Oscar
winner Don Ameche helps support this movie to be one of Lithgow's finest performances.
Lithgow's character shows a lot
of growth during the film's twohour duration. First as a coldblooded hunter, Lithgow undergoes a change as Harry becomes
a member of the family.
The script, though predictable
at times, is humorous and quite
humane. Harry and the Hendersons is an entertaining and
thought-provoking movie with a
script that Spielberg should
have kept for his television
show. Perhaps if Spielberg had
kept the script, Amazing Stories
wouldn't be on hiatus.

Don't play games with your lungs7~

D See Believers, page 8.
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creation stereotypical of any
Bigfoot movie. This large, hairy
beast, however, is gentle, unlike
many Bigfoot shows.
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DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
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LOOK NO FURTHER!!

w^GRANMBENING

U MOTOR OIL I

SAM*

We have your apartment
for summer & fall
707 Sixth St.
818 Seventh St.
• Two bedroom apts., furnished
• Landlord pays gas heat, water and sewage
• Tenant pays electric

Preferred Properties Co.
835 High St.

820S.MAIN 353-0067
MON-FRI 9:OOam-8

SAT 8:30am-6

IP many*ctunnimtricttom.

SUN lOam-5
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City arts and crafts show
The city of Bowling Green will
be holding its 13th annual Arts
and Crafts show in downtown
Bowling Green on Friday, June

19 from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. and
Saturday, June 20 from 10 a.m.
to 5p.m.
The Arts and Crafts show is

sponsored by the Promote Bowling Green Committee of the
Chamber of Commerce.

Believers
D Continued from page 7.
I didn't see any of the old style
of dignity that used to come out
in the more quality films that
both of the actors have done in
thepast.
Trie Believers isn't one of the

best summer movies, but it isn't
the worst either. For the viewers
who enjoy horror films this one
is one not to be missed, but if you
don't care for the gross scenes of

PERSONALS

WANTED

bugs crawling out of someone's
face or watching a chicken being
sacrficed as part of a religious
ceremony, then this movie isn't
something to spend money on.

Classifieds
Pot Luck Dinner
Tonigw-Wed June 17
60OPM
United Christian FeSowsrup Center
Comer of Thurstin & Fudge

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
MEETING FOfl BG NEWS
VOLUNTEERS Writers, photogrspners every
Wednesday 6 pa 210 West Hal CM
372 2603 Icy further T*>

Marc* Bederd on Teaching Peace to Children
m the FarMy 352-7534

SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN AUGUST
15. 1987 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY JULY 1. 1887 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE OFT COUNTER M THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OH BY PHONING
372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED N
PLEASE KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE

17943 KKAMEU «D
_8G_

BG5 LADGCST
AND MOST
COMPLETE

Female needed to share 2 bdrm. apt. with 2
grass. $85 a month pka electric AC cm Mary
Arm at 372-2343.
THE CAFE NORTH BALTIMORE
254-3400
Seafood. Homemade Soupe
Homemade Plea. Cwly Specials

Prolesa-onal couple wllh umv seeks 3 bdrm
home to lease No pats Excel ret Can anytime
353-7425

SERVICES OFFERED
FOUTS TYPNG
Al Your Typing Needs
888-2578 (local cell
Wl bebyeil m my a. conditioned home near
campus Young chadren preferred Cel Lorerts
364-3417

IMPORT
•ACUITY

352-7031

Copies
Half Off

CAMERA MarrVya C3 Twin Lens Reflex 2
lenaee. 2 vlewflnders Grips. mere, extras
Sharp optics-best way to atari medium format
EC $300 00 362-7908

juye-so

Free meal lor each day worked
Sign up in 405 Student Services
by June 27th
•WE CARE"

ATTENTION: Bubbly Hashmi. Jeannle Marie
McCarthy. Karen Sesfy. Wendy Qerber. Susie
Willmrrls, Nlcki Joham, Karen Weeton. Lisa
Deinoeerto. Debra Sue Krenk and anyone Inlareated In emtlng on the RUSH PRE-BEQ
PROORAM: Please contact ma with your
name, address 4 phone quickly' Call MeKIMBERLIE AT ISM2S2 or call or Hop In 425
Student Services lo leave the Information.
425 Student Services phone no: 372-2151.
CALL SOON SO YOU CAN OET IN ON THE
FUNIII

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Stanley H Kaplan Educational Center
'ecruitmg student representatives to:
• Promote CPA Review
•OstnOute literature
'Recruit students
Student representatives receive
-Free course tuWon
'Commission on enrolments
Col 538-3701 for more information

la

FOR RENT
1 4 2 bedroom furnished apartments

94 12 month leases
352-7454 or 823-7555

CPA with 4-6 yrs heavy exp m individual, corporate S partnership taxation needed Send
resume 4 salary requirements to Grover Rutter
CPA a. 1212 N. Man. RnrJay. OH 46840.
Jugglers Magicians-Mimes
wanted for BOSU summer entertainment Cal
Gale el (4191 372-7160
Wanted: fun. energetic people lo fa floor waster
poalttona 4 lot man. Apply Si parson at Buttons.
25481 Dixie Hgwy TUBS -Sun after 9 pm

FOR SALE

woodland moll "ST
^

cinema

THE MILLION
DOLLAR MOVIE
Sat/Sun 1:20 3:30
EVENINGS 7:15 9:30

CARS WASHED AND WAXED
INTERIOR CLEANED
MOST CARS $15.00
CALL DEBBIE AT 162-8104

}

PG
8€V€RLV HILLS COP II

kinko's

SafSun 1:10 4 3:35
EVENINGS 7:05 & 9:30

THE

113 Railroad St.
(Behind Dexter's)

R

BELIEVERS

THE

UNTOUCHABLES
Sat/Sun 1.00 4 3 15 SafSun 1 00 S 3 25
Evenings 7:00 S 9:45 Evenings 6:45 4 9:15

SatSunl '5 3 20

APARTMENTS FOfl RENT SUMMER 5 FALL
CALJ. JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
3542260 OR 352-6563 319 E Woostar
Apt lo sublease. 228 S Coaege Apt F $200
for June 20-Aug. 15,1 1 '/• bets from campus
Uvtng rm . ktchen. bed., bath new carpet
remg 353-1278
8UFT APARTMENTS ARE NOW RENTING
FOR THE 17-84 SCHOOL YEAR. COMPLETELY FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
WITH AIR CONDITIONING AND ALL
UTILITIES EXCEPT ELECTRIC PAID BY
OWNER. CALL TIM AT 162-7182 ON
954-1015.
FOR 1887-84 SCHOOL YEAR: 2 BDRM. APT.
FOR 1 PEOPLE. 701 SECOND ST. APT. 3-A
CALL COLLECT ANYTIME (513) (04-1507.
For female grad students Location 1024 E
WOoater. across from campus Extra large apt
lor fal Quiet atmoephere-reasonable rent
3522858

After your firsi 100 copies from
one original, ihe resl are HALF
PRICE. If you need copies, you
need Kinko's.

gTAggf

Great copies Craat people

PREDATOR

1972 MOB
$800 00
Phone 352-7327

PtoneNo
354-0558

Free Spirit mans 24" bike Blue Good con*
•on $50 353-2936. ask for Jim
76 Blue VW Dasher Runs we« 76.000, fuel
infection, cassette. AC. some body damage
good interior Cal372-8525 or 352-4836. ask
tor JacqU

HELP WANTED

•WE CAREBe a Pre-Reg Volunteer

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4 a Seized ir
drug raids tor under $100 00? Cal lor tacts to
day 602-837-3401 Ext 299

00^
4

J^i

JHk 1

CUP St
SAVE!
BRING IN
THIS AD
AND
RECEIVE
A HAIRCUT
FOR JUST

Furrnsftedefficiency S320mo ,alutll paid In
dudes TV. cable i HBO Semester leases
Healed pool Ph 354-1832 or 352-1520

WINTHROP TERRACE

»6.°°

APARTMENTS
SUMMER & FALL
RENTALS
I & 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED A
UNFURNISHED

OR

30% OFF
PERMS

Li -- Wg
m

y

** afjF m

jg> g

354-3977

OPEN FOR DAILY MATINEES STAPTWG 6-19

(.arouse!
ORIDiCEN

\

foeautu
ruuuavKZ

Hill

M«asv*>
MIseiFs

expires 6-30-87

DOMIM? PIZZA DOJVHK

1

DOUBLES.

TWO CUSTOM-MAW PIZZAS
FOROMISPfOAlPIlia

One Free
Item!
One free item on any order

SEE US AT

^afon
140 E. Wooster
3524X00

400 NAPOLEON ROAD
MON-FRI9-5 SAT 11-3

-5 Classified Information Mail-In Form

The BG News

One coupon per order.

Expires- 8/31/87
Past, Free- Otltwary*
Good ai kxiiKjns imed

( SUMMER DEADLINE: Monday noon, for Wednesday publication May 20-Aug 12, 1967
HATES: per ad are 65- per ane. $1 95 minimum
50* extra per ad lor bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

( Tne BG News ia not responsible lor postal service delays )

PREPAYMENT is requred lor al non-university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News wsT not be responsible for enor due to UeoiWity or incomplete miormabon Please come to 214
Weal Hal immediately if there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be responsible lor typographical
errors «i classified ads lor more than two consecutive mserttona
laaajai
Han
Cat) now and gat two
pujaft tor a apaciai price. !!«■« IC0.J- SMP-Thn
Domino'.. P«zia Doubles
ttOOaai ZOOajn .Til-Set.
Wt cutiom-rna** Mch
OV •»••*•, CB.T •MS*f ITOOO
P'/ja «i1n lop Quality
iwtm.1^1 •«
ingredients SO yOu can
order diherani loppings
or each ii you ilka vour
Domino's Pizia Doublet
will M delivered tree
noi and dei.c out m lass
lhan 30 minutes
Domino • Pun Deliver*

2 14" 2-item
, pizzas for only

$10. 95
Ow coupon paw o-dsx

Expires: 8/31/67
Fir, Free Delivery
Good al trxetorsB sailed

352-1539

1616 E Woostar
Bowling Green. Ohio

The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The News The
decision on whether to release this information Shan be made by the management of The 8G News The
purpose ol this poscy is to discourage the placement ol advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing lo individuals or organizations

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone#.

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For billing purposes only)

Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it lo appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Daily Specials —

$1 OFF any

Monday Madness •
2 - 12" - 3 Itsm pizza*
for only $8.75

Doubles Order

12" or 14"

Ow co. on per order
Exp- ds 8/31/87
r a - . Free DeHwvy
<* jod el toceeons tated

Terrific Tuesday ■
12" pepp»ronl pizza
lor only $4.25

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear:

Wild Wednesday ■
14" • 1 Ham pizza
lor only $5.00

Thick Thursday ■
12" axlra thick crust,
papparonl and double cheese
lor only $5.00

$

3

30 minute
guarantee
"your pma doee not
arrive .varan 30 HaWi
Iron- Hw fcn# voo oroer
tie drt-er »■ refund
you $$-00 oft your order

Campus 4 City Events*
Lost • Found
Rides
Services Ottered
Personals

_
_
_
_

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

•Campus/City Event ads are published tree ot charge tor one day lor a non-profit event or meeting only
Deles ol Insertion .

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
21 4 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The SG iVsws)
Phone: 372-2801
'

Total number ol days to appear.
-i:-- -r.-

mi
-TT

